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Who exactly am I?
By Day:

• Architect designing enterprise network and datacenter infrastructure for some of the 
worlds largest organizations based out of Paris, France– travel extensively

By Nights and Weekend:

• Competitive triathlete: Proficient runner, functional cyclist and flailing swimmer (I love 
all flotation devices)

• Completed a few Ironman’s, a few marathons, and a huge pile of far less painful races

• Love to travel and tinker with gadgets (though my wife would say I just like stockpiling 
them)

• Eat lots of cupcakes (Official Tester in Residence at Bertie’s CupCakery)



DCRainmaker.com
 Started just over 5 years ago in September 2007
 Best known for ‘In Depth Reviews’ of Sports Technology products
 Reviews are the primary initial driver of traffic to site
 Over 1,000,000 page views/month, 500,000+ uniques/month
 Over 10,000+ daily RSS subscribers including editors for most major 

sport magazines and gadget sites
 ~7,700 Twitter followers, ~5,000 Facebook Fans
 Consistent growth month over month
 Revenue based primarily on affiliate links
 No advertising from product segment I review



Just some of the devices tested in last 12 months



Product Reviews
 I actually use the product…a lot.
 Many consider my review their product 

manual
 The very last item I do when posting 

product review is to read the manual 
– is there anything I didn’t cover?

 I aim to tell the whole story of a 
product

 There’s always a reason something was 
done, I want to understand and 
communicate why

 I beat the crap out of the product
 As an aside, sorry to…



Feedback by the millions
 244,024 inbound links from across the web to dcrainmaker.com, primarily to 

product reviews
 People arrive ready to buy products
 Hundreds of post comments daily streaming in on products and reviews
 Some product reviews have 800+ comments on them
 Readers are across wide range of levels from Olympic Gold Medalists to those 

trying to lose 300+ pounds
 Only about half of readers are from US, rest mainly Europe/Australia
 Also write occasionally for:

 Slowtwitch.com
 Bicycling Magazine





Technology Trends
Areas that have grown:

 Connected devices for health, as well as sport

 Sub-$100 GPS watches

 Accelerometer functionality

 Barometric altimeter (accurate data)

 Wrist-based phone display platforms

 Kickstarter entrants

 Bluetooth Smart

 Power meters (both ends of price range)

 Cell phone connectivity, integration



Devices for health, not sport
 The ~$100 price point for ‘health’ devices is exploding

 Market focus is really three separate groups
 Folks wanting to get healthy

 Folks that are already healthy, and want to get credit

 Those that are really healthy, and just like tracking data

 Many of these are missing the connection (technically)



The sub-$100 GPS Watch
 Taken the industry by storm – everyone wants to sell one

 Virtually all of them the exact same unit, just OEM’d

 This is the new battleground, with $.99 apps, people just 
aren’t buying as many $399 watches

 Look for massive expansion in this market, likely 
undercutting companies own products



Using the Accelerometer
 Tons of watches are including accelerometers in them
 Yet virtually none of them are actually using it except for basic 

pedometer-style data
 Suunto Ambit Fused Speed
 Motoactv in place of footpod
 Garmin FR910XT for swimming

 A platform waiting to explode
 Endless scenarios - look at the Motoactv sport profiles

 Rope-jumping, yoga and Pilates, + 40 others

 Create a roadmap for new sports, and thus reach new markets



Pebble, Metawatch and Smartwatch, oh my!
 The ‘Bring  your own apps’ devices

 This isn’t a new space, just a new situation

 A lot of competitors in this space – all of which require devs

 App companies are watching carefully, very few committing to 
devices

 Apps seen thus far….#NotImpressed



Kickstarter Projects
 What is it, and why does it matter here?

 Everyone’s doing it, why not you?

 Everyone’s late, will you be?

 The Kickstarter Motto: Overcommit, under deliver, 
don’t communicate, be late



The 3G Connection
 This almost there, but still not cohesive

 People want location based tracking, transferred from 
phones to devices

 Sharing location with family, friends and followers

 Battery, coverage limitations

 There are some watches that do 3G tracking

 First one in this market correctly* wins big



Bluetooth Smart or ANT+?
 Today it’s fundamentally not an ‘or’ question
 Motoactv led the way: ANT+, BT, WiFi
 Consumers want choice, flexibility, compatibility

 Companies that don’t get consumer backlash

 They don’t want to re-purchase their devices a year from 
now

 BTLE/BLE as it stands today is….fragmented
 Critical to follow standards, especially if Bluetooth Smart

 This is not the time to be non-compatible



The file format mess…is getting better?
 Consumers want choice in tools, data, islanding data is a bad
 2011 was bad…really bad, 2012 has gotten better
 Acceptance on .FIT file format (yes, even for non-Garmin 

devices)
 No, not ‘almost-.FIT’

 3rd party websites simply can’t cater to every company out there –
conform or be left behind.
 Strava
 RunKeeper
 TrainingPeaks



Phone Fitness Apps
 If I had a dime for….
 Very little new innovation, mostly duplication

 “We don't need any more Fart apps” 
– Apple App Store Guidelines, Sept 2010

 Graphical experience is THE most important factor…period.
 Offering yet another fitness tracking app isn’t the answer, think 

outside the box
 Standalone device companies need to offer ways to integrate with 

phone apps
 Good examples: Garmin Fenix, Nike Fuel, Wahoo lineup



The phone as an integration point
Phones and Dedicated Devices
 This shouldn’t be an either/or conversation
 Apps are replacing dedicated devices in areas that 

innovation isn’t occurring fast enough
 Not necessarily because athletes want to use their phone over 

a watch

 Athletes concerned about phone breakage
 Love seeing phones like Xperia Active, Youtube video of 

swimming and sports gel with phone: 680,142 views



Products that excite me…and why
Four just announced products that will change things

 Wahoo KICKR
 Open interoperability, platform

 4iiii’s Viiiiva ANT+/BTLE HR Strap
 Bridging two worlds

 Wahoo RFLKT
 An open cycling display

 StageONE Power Meter
 Low priced, cross-protocol





Frustrations for consumers today
Key comments I hear daily
 Product quality levels decreased in 2012, in particular, in the GPS 

device segment
 Frustration at lack of follow-through on firmware updates to fix 

issues, add features promised
 Consumers want consistency – see Ambit and Motoactv updates

 Sharing of devices with family members – nobody is doing this 
today

 The price gap between cell phone apps and standalone devices, 
especially high end devices



Engaging the consumer where they are
 Consumers first get their information wherever Google leads 

them
 Non-marketing content always wins over marketing content – SEO 

101
 Follow the non-marketing content, and you’ll find your customers

 Setup Google News Alerts to know who's talking about you
 Search rankings tell you where to spend your time as companies, 

Google your own products
 The “Quarq - What do you NOT like about it?” thread

 Companies that do online forums well: Polar & Quarq

http://forum.slowtwitch.com/forum/Slowtwitch_Forums_C1/Triathlon_Forum_F1/Quark_-_What_do_you_NOT_like_about_it_P4113889/


The realities of online forums
 One to many, show commitment to your customers
 Answers last a lifetime, phone support answers last a few seconds
 Removes speculation, rumors, and spiraling support issues
 Forum owners love it, increase search results to their site 

(but…don’t treat it as a PR avenue!)
 Don’t BS users.  There is always someone that can call you out on 

it.
 Look at your site referrals to figure out where users are talking 

about you
 Have your own forums? If so – actually visit them.



A quick list of forums by communities:
 Triathlon:

 Beginnertriathlete.com
 Slowtwitch.com
 Trifuel.com

 Running:
 Runners World Forums
 CoolRunning
 DailyMile

 Cycling: 
 CyclingForums.com
 Weight Weenies
 Wattage Forum (for power meters)

 Swimming:
 (Nobody talks about swimming devices)

 Note: Always listen before talking, communities have different vibes



Utilizing social media…correctly
 Start small, don’t try and boil the ocean

 Realize though, it’s a multipronged approach – not 
everyone likes chicken, beef or fish

 It’s not just a one-way marketing channel

 It’s far faster than answering phone calls or RMA 
requests

 Dedicate just one hour a day to it initially, again, start 
small



Using your consumers to run an effective (open) 
beta program
 Beta programs enable you to get critical feedback about 

your product

 Using ‘friends and family’ just doesn’t work – people are too 
nice to their ‘friends and family’

 It builds excitement about your product

 It improves your product – without costing you anything

 Beta testers then become an extension of your company by 
way of online involvement in forums, etc…



Ambassador programs, sponsorships
 Pro-level sponsorships

 Gets visibility of your product, potential media placement
 Adds ‘validation’ of your product
 Supports up and coming pros, helps them succeed
 But requires pros to be involved, look at Jordan Rapp
 People turn on blinders to product placement on pros

 Age Group level sponsorships
 Usually wider visibility of products to target audience
 Not always pointy end of the pack
 AG’ers more likely to drive improvements to your product
 It becomes ‘real’ to other consumers

 Understand difference between sponsorship and ambassador



Understanding how to launch a product
 Have a product that’s ready, or within 3 months of ready

 Very little trust in consumers today for ‘next spring’ type products

 Have a specific date – it’s all about focus on a moment
 Frayed launches decrease visibility, excitement

 Reach out to media outlets, use a PR company/person if you don’t have 
those channels already

 Have non-computerized shots available, more content is better
 Stages Cycling last week did a great job in this from a website standpoint

 FAQ’s, detailed information, follow-ups – provide answers, not questions



A look at product launches: One Day
 The 7AM approach: 36,278 page views
 The trickle ‘something's coming’ approach: 29,894 page views
 The trickle product hints approach: 25,834 page views
 The do not announce it at all approach: 18,247 page views

Consumers want all their information at once, they don’t want 
to wait on details – they expect them upfront

*Google Analytics data from product review launches over the past 6 months



Ways you can engage with me
Method 1: NDA discussions/product access, far 
in advance of product release, private beta 
feedback.

Method 2: Product launch timed review. Pre-
availability product usually under NDA until 
public announcement.

Method 3: Post-release review (already in 
market product). Usually less time sensitive.



Other ways to work with me
 I do ‘workshops’ with various companies

 Think of it as an extension of this 45 minute talk

 Typically a day, usually onsite, with different teams

 Usually very early in development cycle (alpha phase)

 I don’t charge for these – would present conflict of interest

 These are silo’d efforts, no company gets other company 
data/ideas



Q&A
(I’m here till Friday morning)

Contact info:
Ray@dcrainmaker.com
www.dcrainmaker.com
The Twitter: @dcrainmakerblog


